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Phishing means that guide a user to a false site by the e-mail camouflaged an 
e-mail address which pretends to be a notice from an authorized organization 
and input personal information of a user. In a large sense， phishing is finally ille­
gal in property an assailant by using the personal information that do it so， and 
obtained illegally; profit， and include an act of fraud letting the third person 
profit. 
Phishing e-mail regarded a user of the English zone as a main target at first， 
but the thing which gave a credit card company in Japan has begun to break it 
in a from time in 2004. Phishing attacks charge vulnerability of a web browser. 
And it is that are combined a computer virus and a illegal program such as Tro­
jan horse now. In addition， the kits which can build a false Web site are arrived 
on the Internet， and the sign that a phishing e-mail declines is not seen for the 
moment. 
The history of phishing as a incident is superficial in comparison with a com­
puter virus. However， it become one of the threat in the Internet. The victim 
shows a sign to spread， and related ministries and agencies call for caution for a 
user. 
At first this article defines phishing. In the next， 1 survey what kind of thing a 
basic strategy of phishing is. Thereafter， 1 examine for phishing in Japan whether 
legal interpretation of what kind of criminal law is possible. 
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